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"Why shouldn't moms stories read 'women of wealth and affluence?' I think they
will now."
My Girl Gigi
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ABOUT MGG BRAND

My Girl Gigi was founded in 2012 by a
frustrated single mother, wanting to increase her
earning potential and gain respect.
Assertive and curious, Gigi Patterson,
unemployable single mom, decided to uncover
the path to wealth, while working from home.
Once she started making a consistent five-figure
income, My Girl Gigi.com was born as a resource
for like-minded women to learn, grow and share
experiences.
Today, My Girl Gigi is a work from home empire
providing thousands of business women a
"martini on a Friday night" experience, while
delivering solid information and resources to
help women increase their earning potential.
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MY GIRL GIGI
WE ROAR SO WOMEN CAN SOAR

What We Do: We help busy moms
become wealthy mompreneurs and
boss babes, working from home.
Our Vision: To use information
products to incite a radical increase in
women's wealth competence and
confidence worldwide.
Our Mission: To globally empower
female earning power.

Wealth is being you.
I was at home, wanting to
look and feel better.
My Frumpy to Foxy Brand came
from a need for connection.
Now, I make yearly six figures
writing about my life and I have
never been more content.
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our voice
Be bold enough to wear your purple bras
straps hanging out while drinking from the
abundance of life!
Let others chase images while we supply the
ideas that change the world.
My Girl Gigi

design questions : https://copywritebrand.ca/free-consultation/
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MGG BRAND VOICE
My Girl Gigi is the go-to source for information on
establishing multiple income streams as a mom, delivered in
an honest, sometimes awkward, often irreverent manner.
And our type A brand would have it no other way.
Our brand personifies confidence in our work and our
partners. We use attraction marketing, which depends on
people liking and trusting what our words and products. We
take that responsibility seriously and deliberately fashion
our business practices to be transparent and clear.
Our brand voice aims to be the honest, crisp,
knowledgeable tone of a friend, portraying :
1. Our sincere belief that stay-at-home-moms can
have both families and wealth.
2. Our tough love, with every sarcastic, direct,
inspirational or curse word intricately woven into our
professional communication.
3. The realness of our passion and dedication to boldly
advancing women's wealth.
design questions : https://copywritebrand.ca/free-consultation/
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visual
elements

design questions : https://copywritebrand.ca/free-consultation/

MGG KEY BRAND VISUAL ELEMENTS
Purple Martini
Used in imagery and logos
Represents: Our business
philosophy- We reserve the right
to choose enjoyment and to live
as if every day is Friday.
Don't: add text or recolor.
Water Bursts
Used in imagery and logos
Represent: our commitment to
leaving a mark, creating a
'splash', so to speak.
Dos: adjust size as needed.
Donts: change color,
background, transparency.
Word Symbols
Used in imagery and logos
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Represents: brand signature.
My Girl Gigi

Dos: adjust size as needed.
Donts: change color,
background, font, rotation.

MGG KEY BRAND VISUAL ELEMENTS

Background Choices
Black Background:black heightens
drama and mystery.
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Light Background: rests the eye
White Background: a palette
cleanser for the brain. you're welcome
;)

Shapes and meaning
Triangle: Power and purpose
Horizontal Lines: Community
and calmness
Vertical Lines: strength and
courage
Star:Success and achievement
Splash: fluidity and
movement.

MY GIRL GIGI MOOD/VISION BOARD

A mood board visually explores the
vibe of your brand. It's like taking a
look through the eyes of your brand.

MY GIRL GIGI BRAND GUIDE
QUICK VISUAL- OVERVIEW

BRAND SUMMARY
We help busy moms become wealthy mompreneurs and boss babes, working from home.
Our Vision is to use information products to incite a radical increase in women's wealth competence
and confidence worldwide.
Our mission is to globally empower female earning power.

PRIMARY COLORS
423a4d

222d21

0000000

SECONDARY COLORS

313632
6c517c

f0f0ec

44acbc

c2b79c

fee266

PRIMARY FONTS

SECONDARY FONTS

BADONI FLF-21-28
CATAMARAN BLACK-24

MONTSERRAT LIGHT-11
ALLURA-36

SPECIAL SYMBOLS

MOOD/VISION BOARD
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BRAND
MONOGRAM

INK SPLASH

PURPLE MARTINI

MY GIRL GIGI BRAND GUIDE
QUICK VISUAL- SYMBOLS
SYMBOLS
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LOGOS
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WORD LOGOS
My Girl Gigi

color palette
6c517c

f0f0ec

44acbc

c2b79c

PRIMARY BRAND COLORS

313632

Black represents boldness
and luxury which vividly
speaks of the mystery and
grit of the MGG Brand.

222d21

Purple is aimed at our
female audience to convey
feelings of elegance and
spiritual connection.

Slate Grey rounds off our
main color palette with it's
solid and practical
dependability.

000000

Green indicates feelings of
balance, harmony, and
decisiveness. It guides all we
do to be in the moment.

423a4d

SECONDARY BRAND COLORS
Studies show that up to 90 % of buying decisions and first
impressions are impacted by color.
When selecting our color scheme My Girl Gigi started with the
following information: we are a purple martini.
The excitement and mystery captured in that statement felt right
against a black background and so it began.
Since the MGG Brand personality is bold and bright, we
experimented with a few colors until we came to the combination
that worked well. The secondary colors are the little details that
count.
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typography

design questions : https://copywritebrand.ca/free-consultation/

MGG BRAND TYPOGRAPHY
Like everything else in the My Girl Gigi style manual, the font
selection was purposeful. Our words are powerful and the font
should be too. We aim to liberate women's minds with the
information we share, so the way it is presented has to show our
respect for the feminine and mysterious.
Catamaran Black brings strength and classic lines to the brand,
while not overpowering the page. Just big enough.
Bodoni FLF was chosen for its curves and flare, as it visually
embodies the My Girl Gigi business philosophy: life, work, fun
and a bit of drama.
Our secondary fonts are Allura and Montserrat Light used for
variety and highlight.

As the MGG Brand grows and expands its symbols, products, and
policies, the brand guide will be updated to reflect the changes.
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